A novel pixel value space statistics map of the pulmonary nodule for classification in computerized tomography images.
Accurate assessment of pulmonary nodules can help to diagnose the serious degree of lung cancer. In most computed aided diagnosis (CADx) systems, the feature extraction module plays quite an important role in classifying pulmonary nodules based on different attributes of them. To precisely evaluate the malignancy of an unknown pulmonary nodule, this paper first proposes a novel pixel value space statistics map (PVSSM) for pulmonary nodules classification. By means of PVSSM this study can transform an original two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) pulmonary nodule into a 2D feature matrix, which contributes to better classifying a pulmonary nodule. To validate the proposed method, this study assembled 5385 valid 3D nodules from 1006 cases in LIDC-IDRI database. This study extracts sets of features from the created feature matrixes by singular value decomposition (SVD) method. Using several popular classifiers including KNN, random forest and SVM, we acquire the classification accuracies of 77.29%, 80.07% and 84.21%, respectively. Moreover, this study also utilizes the convolutional neural network (CNN) to assess the malignancy of nodules and the sensitivity, specificity and area under the curve (AUC) reach up to 86.0%, 88.5% and 0.913, respectively. Experiments demonstrate that the PVSSM has a benefit for nodules classification.